Snapshot of Florida Facts

- With 19 million residents and nearly 90 million visitors a year, Florida’s GDP places it as the 21st largest economy in the world!
- Florida has NO—Zero-Personal Income Tax!
- Florida is a Right to Work State and boasts the 3rd lowest private sector unionization rate in the U.S.
- The National Chamber of Commerce ranks Florida’s Multi-Modal Transportation Infrastructure as #1 in the nation!
- #1 Tax Climate in the Southeast for Business (*Tax Foundation*)
- Top 5 business tax climate in the U.S. (*Tax Foundation, Business Facilities*)
- #1 State for Innovation (*Fast Company*)
- #2 Best State for Business (*Chief Executive Magazine*)
- #2 for access to capital and funding (*Area Development Magazine*)
- #3 in the U.S. for High Tech Business (*TechAmerica Cyberstates*)

Testimonial: “It is a low cost-of-living environment in the Southeast U.S., so everything, from our overhead costs to our labor costs, is more competitive here than in other areas of the country—CEO who recently expanded manufacturing operations in Florida.”